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By AMY MCCALLISTER-ETHEL
THE PARTHENONIn celebration of the release of its 2014 issue, Et Cetera will sponsor a release launch party from 7-9 p.m. Thursday in the John Deaver Drinko Library Atrium. Et Cetera is a literary maga-zine produced by Marshall University students. Once a year, Et Cetera publishes the work of Marshall students, 
faculty and affiliates. Accepted 
works include fiction, non-
fiction, poetry, plays, art and photography. Submissions are accepted each year from November through December and the completed issue is published in April or May. Michelle Hogmire, editor-in -chief of Et Cetera, said that this year’s issue release party will have a featured reader Michael Wayne Hampton and also fea-ture a student open mic. “I think student open mics are extremely valuable for writ-ers, or anyone who’s interested in doing creative work as a ca-reer,” Hogmire said. “Reading your work out loud in front of people can be very intimidating, but it’s something that you have to get used to. This is a great opportunity for students to get comfortable reading work in front of a friendly audience.”Hampton can be read in his book “Romance for De-linquents,” and also his new book “Roller Girls Love Bobby Knight,” which is will be re-leased in May. Hampton will be available to answer questions and sign books as well. The issue release launch party will also include a wine and cheese reception with live music.
Amy McCallister-Ethel can 
be contacted at mccallis-
ter9@marshall.edu.
WALLY SKALIJ | LOS ANGELES TIMES | MCT
(TOP) Members of the media get a look inside the new lethal 
injection chamber in San Quentin, Calif., in September 2010. 
The federal judge weighing whether California can resume 
executing condemned prisoners toured the facility’s new lethal 
injection chamber February 8, 2011, in what was called a fact-
finding mission to help determine whether the state’s revised 
procedures meet constitutional standards. 
By MOLLY HENNESSY-FISKE
LOS ANGELES TIMES (MCT)Oklahoma Gov. Mary Fallin promised an independent review of the state’s execu-tion protocols Wednesday after a bungled execution raised questions about the state’s handling of capital punishment.The Republican governor emphasized, however, that 
she has faith that state offi-cials were legally correct in proceeding with the execu-tion over the objections of defense lawyers.“I believe the legal process worked,” Fallin said, “I be-lieve the death penalty is an appropriate response and punishment for those who commit heinous crimes.”Witnesses have said that convicted murderer Clayton Lockett began writhing and 
mumbling after prison offi-cials administered the lethal injection Tuesday and also was twitching on the gurney. 
Officials said Lockett subse-quently died of a heart attack.A second execution had been scheduled for Tuesday, but Fallin postponed it for two weeks.
At a Wednesday briefing at the capitol, Fallin said she will postpone that execution again if the review by the state’s public safety commis-sioner is not completed by then.The review, she said, will focus on determining Lock-ett’s cause of death and the 
procedures by which it was carried out, along with evalu-ating the state’s execution standards.She said the state medical examiner will authorize an independent pathologist to determine Lockett’s cause of death.
“It will be the first step in evaluating our state’s execu-tion protocols,” Fallin said.Fallin declined to comment when asked whether she had in effect stayed executions 
indefinitely.She also declined to react to a White House statement Wednesday saying Locket’s execution fell short of humane standards.Fallin had been an ardent supporter of Lockett’s execu-tion, promising to carry it out despite a stay from the state’s Supreme Court.Lockett, 38, was convicted of shooting a 19-year-old woman in 1999 and burying her alive. The inmate whose execution Fallon stayed, Charles Warner, 46, was convicted in the rape and murder of an 11-month-old girl in 1997.Fallin detailed their crimes 
during Wednesday’s briefing, and reiterated her belief that justice had been served.She said Lockett “was con-victed at trial by a jury of his peers” and “had his day in court.”“Charles Warner also had his day in court _ he also commit-
ted a horrific crime,” she said, “His fellow Oklahomans have sentenced him to death and we 
expect that sentence to be car-ried out.”The condemned men’s lawyers had objected to the executions on the grounds that the state would not disclose the source of the drugs being used to carry them out.Their appeal was supported by a state court in March, and created substantial controversy among Oklahoma’s highest courts and 
elected officials.
Fallin defied the state Supreme Court’s order for a delay. A legisla-tor sought to impeach the justices. But the unusual double execution was eventually cleared to proceed.Oklahoma is one of several states that have grappled with shortages of lethal injection drugs.Drug companies, fearful of protests, have refused to supply some of the drugs. Some states have responded by switching drugs, then declining to release information about the new drugs and who had supplied them, citing concern for the welfare of suppliers.
Oklahoma officials have de-fended the drugs they use.After Fallin spoke, Oklahoma state lawmakers outraged by the execution called a brief-ing at the Capitol with local NAACP and ACLU leaders. They planned to discuss a proposed joint resolution that would call for a yearlong moratorium on executions. A defense at-torney was also expected to address the possibility of bring-ing a lawsuit against the state concerning its lethal injection methods and the drugs used.
Oklahoma governor pledges review 
after botched execution Wednesday
By FRANCES LAZELL
THE PARTHENONWhat started out as a traveling prom and formal jewelry shop 17 months ago is now a popular down-town boutique at Heritage Station Birds of a Feather sells unique clothing and jewelry to the Huntington community.  After a fateful visit to a jewelry and clothing trade show, Marshall alumnae and sisters, Whitney Epling and Lindsey Ellis, both from South Point, decided to open up their own business. 
“We got the idea when we went to a trade show and saw my wedding earrings listed at wholesale price, a fraction of what I had paid for them,” Epling said. “So when we got home, we realized maybe we should actually go into busi-ness and offer all this really cute, trendy jewelry at af-fordable prices.”Epling and Ellis did not have a permanent location to sell their jewelry. Instead, they sold the jewelry by traveling to different homes and utilizing Facebook and Instagram.“We were packing everything 
up and going to different homes,” Epling said. “We were doing trade shows, so if there were events at community centers or anywhere else, we would set up our merchandise.” As customers continued to buy the jewelry, Epling and El-lis decided to also sell clothing.“When we did that we de-cided we needed a location, 
so our first place was Ceredo, where we rented out the top of a townhome, but we were only open two to three days during the month,” Epling said. While the boutique did not have set hours, that did not 
deter customers from pur-chasing jewelry and clothing from the store. Amanda Godbey, from Hun-tington, said the selection of clothing and jewelry is differ-ent from the majority of shops in Huntington or at the mall.“What really attracted to me was the unique items that they sell and that it’s a locally owned business,“ Godbey said. Epling said there is a limit to the quantity of an item that they can purchase. 
Marshall alums create localized jewelry
“Reading your work out 
loud in front of  people 
can be very intimidating, 
but it’s something that you 
have to get used to.”
-Michelle Hogmire,
Et Cetera editor-in-cheif
Et Cetera 
student 
magazine 
sets release 
party for 
Thursday
ANDREA STEELE | THE PARTHENON
Earrings are hung up for display at Birds of a Feather boutique April 6 
at Heritage Station in Huntington.
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By MORGAN M. SWITZER
THE PARTHENONApril 21
Vehicle Damage:At approximately 4:30 p.m., the complainant returned to his 
vehicle to find a large scratch 
on the right side. The scratch was approximately 12 inches 
in length. The vehicle was un-attended when the accident is suspected to have occurred. 
There are no suspects at this time. April 28
Grand Larceny:
The complainant reported that, between the dates of March 28-31, his black cam-corder was stolen from the 
first floor of the Communica-
tions Building. The device was reported to have cost $2,300. 
There are no suspects at this time.
Morgan M. Switzer can be 
contacted at Switzer12@
marshall.edu.
By FRANCES LAZELL
THE PARTHENON
INTO Marshall University and the communications dis-
orders program teamed up 
to create Marshall University 
Speech and Hearing Center, 
which offers dialect modifica-tion for international students. 
The clinic, which began in 
August 2013, provides INTO 
MU students with personalized 
learning to enable non-native 
English speakers to learn bet-ter pronunciation. 
Mollie McOwen, coordina-
tor of the INTO MU General 
English Program, said the goal 
of the program is to make 
the INTO MU students more comprehensible. 
“The goal is never to take away their accent and make them sound like Americans,” 
McOwen said. 
The clinic is twice a week 
with one-hour sessions. During 
the first session, the students work with communications 
disorders graduate students 
who help them focus on par-ticular sounds and intonations. 
The second session, dialect 
coaching, gives the students the opportunities to practice with 
junior level undergraduates in the communications disorders 
programs.
While the INTO MU selects the students who participate in the clinic, the communication 
disorders program at Marshall runs it. Loukia Dixon, associate pro-fessor in the Department of 
Communication Disorders and clinic supervisor, said the clinic focuses on the students’ overall awareness of sound pronun-
ciation difficulties, which is common because many lan-
guages do not have the same 
sounds as the English language. 
“Their overall awareness 
of what they are having dif-
ficulty with may differ across 
the board,” Dixon said. “The 
importance of being aware of the sound differences, if you 
are not making a certain sound 
in the way it’s suppose to be made, in terms of the place-
ment of tongue and the lips or 
in terms of airflow, can make a 
huge difference.”
The clinic is offered as an 
elective for INTO MU students 
in the level four and five of gen-
eral English.
McOwen said there has been a positive response from the 
INTO MU side. 
“The thing that I have noticed from several of the students who have taken it is that they 
don’t feel as insecure about 
speaking as they did formerly,” 
McOwen said. “They gain a 
lot of confidence about their 
speaking ability and their lis-
tening abilities, which just further helps them to practice 
the language.”
Dixon said during the fall, the 
groups consisted of students 
who spoke different languages, 
but in the spring, students were 
grouped according to their 
languages. 
Frances Lazell can be 
Dialect clinic helps international students learn English pronunciation
Police 
Blotter
By KRISTA SHIFFLETT
THE PARTHENON
With finals week coming up, 
the Marshall University Student 
Resource Center has planned 
multiple stress relieving events. Wednesday it had Study S’mores 
at the John Deaver Drinko Plaza.
The free treats were not 
the only thing that was being 
handed out.  Test taking tips 
were given at the event as well.For students who study at the library or anywhere else on campus, it was an easy way to take a break.
Melissa Canfield, junior edu-cation major, said she has three 
finals that she is really nervous about and these events have 
been helping. 
“I have been going to some 
of the stress relieving events this week and they have made 
me forget about my exams for a 
little while,” Canfield said. “Plus, 
I haven’t had s’mores in a long time.”
Chris Bryant, a student re-source specialist, said this event is a way for students to have fun 
and get help with their finals 
before finals week. 
“This is just a way for stu-dents to take a little break and ask questions about study tips, Bryant said. “But it’s mostly just for us to be out here and help students have some fun.”
The Student Resource Center does what they can to provide students with information and 
help to stay on track for gradu-ation and any other help they 
may need throughout the year.
They had handouts at the event about academic success and study tips.
The SRC was giving out T-shirts to students who attended the event as well.
There will be more stress re-
lief events Thursday.
Krista Shifflett can be 
contacted at shifflett7@mar-
shall.edu.
SRC helps 
students study 
‘s’more’
By RICHARD BURNETT
ORLANDO SENTINEL (MCT)Sarah Spann heard the steps behind her and quick-
ened her pace. The man 
pursuing her on the Univer-sity of Florida’s campus sped up too. She ducked into an 
apartment-complex parking lot, but he lurked across the street.Spann quickly tapped an 
emergency icon on her smart-
phone, which signaled her location to campus police. Minutes later, officers arrived 
and caught the suspect as he fled. It was the first time the 
UF junior had used TapShield, a mobile security application built by a Florida company.“Ever since that happened, believe me, a lot of my friends have now downloaded it,” she 
said. “It’s a great safety net 
for us, and you can’t imagine how much that means to peo-ple these days.”
Among all the mobile apps 
dotting the digital landscape 
— from gaming to couponing 
— Orlando startup TapShield 
LLC has focused on one de-
signed to save lives on college 
campuses. TapShield’s sys-tem is the newest entry in an 
increasingly competitive field 
of campus-security apps. The free app draws on cloud-
based computing, GPS and 
social media to give users a 
high-speed link to campus se-curity, company officials say.
Security app 
gains foothold 
on college 
campuses
By PATRICK MAY
SAN JOSE MERCURY NEWS (MCT)
The Internet has fallen in love with place.
From wildly popular Instagrammers 
like the photographer behind Humans 
of New York, to globe-trotters leaving 
digital travel notes on the story-sharing site Findery, to cloud-based services that 
help brands pitch themselves through 
location-based storytelling, the digital masses have discovered the thrill of writ-
ing about where they’re at.With social media applications that let us share real-time stories about places 
we love, live or linger in, users are add-
ing a new layer of intimacy to their online 
experience while tapping into their inner raconteur.
“Our increased sense of isolation that 
technology has helped create is making the physical reality of place that much more important,” said Silicon Valley au-thor Andy Smith, who has written about 
using social media to create good in the 
world. “This trend of telling and sharing stories from real places is like a counter-balance to the placelessness of our online world.”
The irony is rich: While we increasingly 
inhabit an online world that seems to be both everywhere and nowhere, we’re 
using the same technology to celebrate 
actually being somewhere.
“There’s a new appreciation for the 
here and now,” said Caterina Fake, the co-founder of Flickr whose new startup, San Francisco-based Findery, links people 
around the world by letting them share “notes,” or mini-dispatches, from wher-ever they are. “What’s more and more important to people is the place they’re 
actually standing in right now. What is it about this place, versus some other, that’s 
special? That’s what people are telling stories about.”
Tapping into a basic human instinct to share location-based experiences, whether it’s a meal at a taco joint in 
California or a Buddhist ceremony at a shrine in Sri Lanka, entrepreneurs have unleashed a steady stream of websites, 
in-the-cloud mapping services, and mo-
bile apps we can use anywhere we go.Many are commerce-driven, as retailers and other businesses use crowd-sourced 
storytelling as a marketing tool to sell 
us Colombia-grown coffee beans and 
Colorado ski resorts. Others are prod-
ucts of someone’s passion, like Placing 
Literature, a crowd-sourced website that maps out scenes from novels in real lo-cations. Zoom in on the map of North 
Oakland, Calif., then click on a little black book icon to read about a scene from 
Michael Chabon’s “Telegraph Avenue,” 
where “Archy is seeing Elsabet Getachwe, 
daughter of the proprietor, and is later 
confronted by his wife while he is sitting 
in a booth talking to Elsabet.” The scene’s location is, as the contributor’s note points out, “the real location of Asmara restaurant.”
The common thread among all of these 
tools is simple: to harness technology to capture and share the narrative of a place. And it’s a practice that resonates with our mobile society.
One of the more prominent online narrators is Brandon Stanton, a former 
bond trader-turned street photographer whose photos and mini-stories of New 
York City residents on the Instagram site Humans of New York have become a sen-
sation. Roaming the city with his camera, Stanton snaps a photo, then asks a ques-
tion of the stranger before him, spurring answers that run from whimsical to 
Celebrations of place 
anchor free-floating Internet
Blogger Cassie Kifer takes photographs for her 
blog in the Japantown neighborhood of San 
Jose, Calif., Tuesday. Kifer is a prolific blogger 
who brings places and things to life through 
her writing and photographs via various social 
media. DAN HONDA | BAY AREA NEWS GROUP | MCT
By DAN NAKASCO
SAN JOSE MERCURY NEWS 
(MCT)In response to privacy con-cerns, Facebook Inc. founder 
and CEO Mark Zuckerberg on Wednesday unveiled new tools that will allow Facebook us-ers to test-drive applications anonymously, and reveal far less information and better 
regulate how they share apps on smartphones, tablets and other mobile devices.
Unlike previous f8 Face-
book Developer Conferences, 
Zuckerberg said the social net-
working giant had no “big new product announcement or new 
direction.” Instead, Zuckerberg 
said Facebook is focusing on 
helping app developers build a more stable platform for mobile devices that also of-
fer Facebook users greater privacy. “We have to do ev-
erything we can to put people 
first,” he said, telling the devel-opers that “people want more control over how they share their information, especially apps.”Facebook users now can limit the amount of informa-
tion that they share through 
mobile apps, along with the information of their Facebook 
friends, Zuckerberg said. Face-book users who want to try out a new mobile app also can 
log on anonymously across all of their mobile devices 
— without revealing their real identity or any information, he said to widespread applause.Facebook also has made it 
easier for users to navigate 
through different sites on their 
mobile devices — booking a 
flight, reading a book or lis-
tening to a song, for example — with a new standard it calls Applinks, said Ilya Sukhar, 
Facebook’s product manager.
Pasting Web links to various 
sites via email works great on desktop computers, Sukhar said. But on mobile devices, he 
said, when “I get stuck in a mo-
bile Web browser, when I get 
stuck logging in … I can’t get to what I want to do.”
With no unified system to 
navigate through websites across different platforms, Facebook’s new system “frees these apps from these silos” 
by nearly instantly translating 
Web URLs into their mobile equivalents without requir-
ing Facebook users to log onto 
each page, Sukhar said. “We crawl the Web for you. You don’t have to do it,” Sukhar said. Developers only need to tweak one line of code that Sukhar called “super-simple.” Facebook also announced new mobile “like” and “share” but-tons that will roll out in the next few weeks.
Ime Archibong of Facebook’s 
strategic partnership team called the new mobile buttons 
“an easy, lightweight way” for Facebook users “to be an evan-
gelist for your app.”But users will be able to restrict how widely they evan-
gelize for the apps through 
a single tap of a messenger button that lets them dictate exactly who they want to share 
songs, videos and other links with.
Facebook is also making it easier to remind users to come back to apps they may have 
visited only once, Archibong said.
The reminders are actu-
ally app engagement ads, but 
Archibong compared them to 
being “like a nice reminder from a friend.”
Facebook adds privacy tools for mobile users
See APP | Page  5
By TRAVIS JOHNSON
and MATT CARROLL
CENTRE DAILY TIMES (MCT)Attorneys for a former Vanderbilt football player accused of raping a female stu-dent are alleging then-coach James Franklin reached out to the woman days after the as-sault, according to reports.The Tennessean is reporting 
that court documents filed Tues-day contain new allegations about interactions between the alleged victim and Franklin and Dwight Galt, now with Penn State.
The court documents allege Franklin and Galt,  Penn State's director of performance en-hancement, reached out to the woman four days after the al-leged rape and said "that they cared about her because she assisted them with recruiting," according to the report.The report went on to say that, at some point, Franklin allegedly called the woman in for a private meeting and said he wanted her to put to-gether a team of "pretty girls" to assist with recruiting "even 
though he knew it was against the rules."Franklin repeatedly said he was "not interested in talking," when reached by the Nash-ville newspaper but released a statement through Penn State's athletic department later Tuesday."The allegations that I did something wrong are simply not true," Franklin said in the statement. "I have cooperated fully with the authorities in this matter but, out of respect for the legal process, I am not 
able to comment any further."On the heels of the Jerry Sandusky scandal that rocked the university, Penn State of-
ficials were questioned about Franklin's connection with the Vanderbilt case at Franklin's introductory press conference in early January. There, Penn State President Rodney Er-ickson described the vetting process as "the most thorough ... that any individual has gone through at the university."
By BRENDAN SONNONE
ORLANDO SENTINEL (MCT)Florida State star dual-sport athlete Jameis Winston was 
tripped up by off-the-field is-sues again Wednesday.Winston was suspended from the FSU baseball team after the Heisman Trophy winner was cited Tuesday night for shoplifting crab legs from a Publix grocery store.Leon County Sheriff ’s Of-fice representatives said during a press conference they were dispatched to a Publix grocery store after a person left without paying for $32.72 worth of crab legs. The food may have also in-cluded crawfish.The person was identified as Winston. A deputy went to Winston’s residence and 
reported Winston was coop-erative, confirming he left Publix without paying for the food.Winston told the sheriff ’s of-
fice that he had “forgotten” to pay, according to Leon County 
Sheriff ’s Office Major Mike Wood.
“When he got home, he real-ized that he had not paid, but in fact had made no effort to 
contact Publix or return to pay,” Wood said.Winston released a statement Wednesday acknowledging he made a mistake.
“I realize that I am in the pub-lic spotlight and my conduct 
needs to be above reproach,” Winston said in the statement. 
“Over the last year, I’ve learned that my accomplishments on 
the fields can be a wonderful 
thing for my school, teammates, friends and family. At the same time, I must realize that my 
mistakes are magnified and can bring great embarrassment to all those who support me ev-ery day. I make no excuses for my actions and will learn and grow from this unfortunate 
situation.”A Publix staff member and Winston agreed to a citation rather an arrest. Wood stressed that Winston was not arrested and instead cited, calling it a 
“pre-arrest diversion.”Winston will have to serve 20 hours of community service. Winston might face additional sanctions, such as paying resti-tution. Wood said that Winston must set up his community ser-vice within seven days or the case could be reverted back 
to the state attorney’s office, where the incident could be-come a criminal case.Winston could opt out of the civil citation program but would then likely be charged with petit theft.
“There is no indication  that 
is the case,” Wood said. “He has indicated that he has ev-
ery intention of fulfilling his obligation, his community ser-vice hours, and most likely, his 
restitution.”FSU baseball coach Mike Mar-tin said Sunday that Winston was taking on a bigger role with the baseball team following the end of spring football. Three days later, Martin scratched Winston from the lineup.
“As a result of his citation last night, we are suspend-ing Jameis Winston from the 
baseball team,” Martin said in a statement released by 
FSU on Wednesday. “I am con-fident he will complete his community service obligation and the situation will be re-
solved soon.”FSU’s code of conduct doesn’t 
require suspension following a citation, leaving the decision up to the head coach.
“I fully support Coach Mar-tin’s decision and will also make sure that Jameis meets all obli-
gations, which I know he will,” FSU football coach Jimbo Fisher said in a school statement.Winston’s latest legal trou-
ble was first reported by Tomahawknation.com, which initially reported that Win-ston had been arrested. Wood stressed that Winston was not detained.
Last year, Winston was the 
subject of a high-profile rape investigation. A former FSU student accused Winston of sexually assaulting her, while Winston and his attorney as-serted their interaction was consensual. After admonishing Tallahassee police for its delayed investigation that hampered the collection of key interviews and evidence, the state attorney’s 
office opted not to press charges against Winston.The Associated Press also reported Winston was among 
a group of players questioned about their involvement in a BB gun battle and Tallahassee Burger King employees com-plained Winston was among players stealing soft drinks and making a mess in the store.
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Winston suspended for shoplifting
RICHARD W. RODRIGUEZ | FORT WORTH STAR-TELEGRAM | MCT 
Florida State quarterback Jameis Winston wins the Davey O’Brien National Quarterback Award during a press conference in Fort Worth, Texas, Feb. 17. 
James Franklin denies contacting rape victim
By CHILDS WALKER
THE BALTIMORE SUN(MCT)Though he’s rarely men-tioned with thoroughbred racing’s most glamorous train-ers, soft-spoken Mike Maker could have as big a say as any-one in determining the winner of Saturday’s Kentucky Derby.Maker, whose stable is based at Churchill Downs, will saddle three horses in the Derby, sec-ond only to Todd Pletcher’s four.Vicar’s in Trouble, General a Rod and Harry’s Holiday have 
mostly flown under the radar 
this week, just like their trainer. 
But Maker seems fine with that.
“Each one’s coming in at 
the top of their game,” he said Wednesday.Maker said it’s easy to man-age three Derby horses because all are on their home turf and going through familiar routines.
“Same guys are working with 
them,” he said, “whether they’re 
running in the Derby or not.”Maker is a second-gener-ation trainer from Michigan who learned the game under 
his father and went to finishing school as an assistant to Hall of Fame trainer D. Wayne Lukas. He has managed his own stable since 2003, and this is the third time he’s saddled multiple horses in the Derby.
Of the three, Vicar’s in Trou-ble posted the best prep season, winning the Louisiana Derby 
and finishing second in the points race for Kentucky. He’s ridden by Rosie Napravnik, who hopes to make her own history Saturday by becoming 
the first female jockey to win the Kentucky Derby.Some handicappers have 
questioned Vicar’s in Trouble’s physical talent, especially his pedigree to run 11/4 miles. They praise his determination, but there’s a whiff of back-handed compliment to it.
“The results are the results,” 
Maker said. “Regardless of what he looks like, he’s gotten 
the job done.”As for General a Rod, he sat higher on many early lists of Derby contenders but fell back 
with a third-place finish at the Florida Derby. Maker said 
he was actually fine with the Florida run, noting that the colt 
overcame a rough start to finish only 11/2 lengths back against 
a top field. 
“No shame in that,” he said.He doesn’t anticipate any of his trio being overwhelmed by the magnitude of the Derby stage
“They’re pretty laid-back 
Trainer Maker has  three 
chances for Kentucky 
Derby win on home turf
See MAKER | Page  5
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EDITORIAL
Voice your opinion. It is your right. Answer our poll at 
www.marshallparthenon.com or tweet us your answer at @MUParthenon.
YOU CAN BE HERD
The Parthenon, Marshall University’s student newspaper, is published 
by students Monday through Friday during the regular semester and 
Thursday during the summer. The editorial staff is responsible for news 
and editorial content.
CONTACT US: 109 Communications Bldg.|Marshall University|One John Marshall Drive
Huntington, West Virginia 25755|parthenon@marshall.edu|@MUParthenon
The Constitution of the
United States of America
Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of 
religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the 
freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people to 
peaceably assemble; and to petition the Government for a redress 
of grievances.
THE FIRST 
AMENDMENT
COLUMN
NATIONAL EDITORIAL
Please keep letters to the edi-tor at 300 words or fewer. They must be saved in Microsoft Word and sent as an attach-ment. Longer letters may be used as guest columns at the editor’s discretion. Guest col-umn status will not be given at the author’s request. All letters must be signed and include an address or phone number for 
confirmation. Letters may be edited for grammar, libelous statements, available space or factual errors. Compelling 
letters  that are posted on The Parthenon website, www.mar-shallparthenon.com, can be printed at the discretion of the editors.
The opinions expressed in 
the columns and letters do 
not necessarily represent the 
views of The Parthenon staff.Please send news releases to the editors at parthenon@marshall.edu. Please keep in mind, letters are printed based on timeliness, news-worthiness and space.
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MCT CAMPUS
By JOHN W. TRAPHAGAN
THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS 
(MCT)Recently at the University of Texas, and at many other uni-versities around the country, there has been quite a bit of discussion about privatizing administrative tasks necessary to keep the institution operat-ing. The overall discussion is a good one aimed at improv-
ing efficiency in a time of tight budgets. But it also has raised an important problem in how people think about higher edu-cation. And it boils down to two words: customer service.Why is this bad? Isn’t it al-ways a good idea to focus on providing good customer ser-vice? In the business world, yes. But universities are not busi-nesses — and they do not have customers.This idea runs contrary to the views of many in our overly business-oriented culture, where everything from govern-ment to hospitals is expected to run on the business model. But it is an important point, be-cause it raises the issue of how we should think about public institutions.Is a public university a busi-ness and, thus, should it be run with the idea of pleasing cus-tomers and providing a service to students? Or should it be run with a different mind-set? The answer is clearly that a public university (and most privates as well) is not a business. Universi-ties and colleges are institutions of learning and research that do not have customers; instead, they have multiple stakehold-ers, including students, faculty, administrators, parents and the public.These stakeholders support the institution in a variety of ways by paying taxes, providing labor and paying tuition. But at no time is anyone a customer of the institution.When I write the tuition check for my son, who is about to go off to college, I am not buy-ing his education; I am helping support the institution where he has a responsibility to use the resources to learn and im-prove his understanding of the world. The institution has the 
obligation to provide a strong environment so that he can ac-cess the ideas available.Think of it this way. When you go out to buy a new pair of pants, you do not apply to the store and ask for permission to enter on the basis of your merit as a consumer. You just walk in and buy the pants. That’s what customers do. Students, in con-trast, must be admitted to the university on the basis of their accomplishments before they can access its resources. They are not paying for their educa-tion; they are paying to support the activities of that academic community. The difference may be subtle, but the distinction is real and should be maintained.A customer-oriented model at a university is the death knell of that institution, because it changes the atmosphere from one where students are chal-lenged to succeed and take advantage of all that they can as part of an intellectual com-munity to one in which they view their education as a pro-cess of purchasing grades so that they can get a good job. And that, in turn, leads to the dangerous mind-set that stu-dents (or, increasingly, their parents) should be able to ne-gotiate and manipulate their way to better grades, even when they do not do the work and do not learn.Emphasizing ideas like cus-tomer service contributes to generating the wrong idea about what is going on at universities because it infuses the image of the institution with the overall tone of the business model. This degrades the mission of a public university, which is to promote the public good and improve society through research and education.
Should universities be effi-cient? Of course, because that opens up more resources to support the needs of the various stakeholders — most impor-tantly the students. But thinking in terms of customer service 
deflects attention away from what we are — a community of people interested in learning and creating knowledge that promotes the improvement of our society.
Universities’ customer service problem
SAN JOSE MERCURY NEWS (MCT)The Russians are coming, the Russians are coming!No, seriously, they are.But instead of the hilarious landing on New England beaches depicted in 
the 1966 classic film, they are engaged in a deadly incursion into neighboring Ukraine.Russia snatched the low-hanging fruit of Crimea with precision, thus protecting a crucial warm-water port. Now, its troops are moving into parts of eastern Ukraine.To be sure, they affect the usual “who-us?” demeanor — as they did in Crimea — claiming Ukrainian chaos is simply an uprising of the people against an illegal government in Kiev. But make no mistake, this is a concerted effort that is at the least organized and orchestrated by the Rus-sian government.Vladimir Putin is on a mission to return Russia to its Soviet Union superpower status.This movie actually began in 2008, 
when Russia’s forces mauled neighboring 
Georgia in a war that lasted all of five days. Putin characterized it as protection of pro-Russian secessionists. Sound familiar?Then, as now, the world knew bet-ter. But the prevailing political calculus in the U.S. and Europe — the only likely places with the collective muscle to pun-ish Russia — was that Russia had grown too powerful and, besides, Georgia really 
wasn’t worth the fight, be it economic or otherwise. Best not to poke the bear.Putin then spent the next half decade and a huge portion of the national trea-sury focused on the 2014 Olympic Games in Sochi and the attention it would bring to Russia. Just as the Chinese in the 2008 Summer Games, Putin saw a tremendous opportunity to re-brand his nation for the world. But once the Games ended, he used a dispute he had manufactured as an ex-cuse to swallow Crimea.On Wednesday, the Ukrainian govern-ment ordered resumption of its own 
military operations against pro-Russian militants in the east after a political sup-porter was kidnapped and killed in Horlivka. Quite according to script, Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov gravely warned in a TV interview that, “If we are attacked, we would certainly respond.”Here we go again. The European re-sponse has been timid as it worries that imposing economic sanctions will prompt a retaliatory loss of Russian gas, among other things. The U.S. response has been slightly better as it attempted targeted sanctions against Putin’s close loyalists, but that simply isn’t enough.As a practical matter, economic sanc-tions are the only real weapon available, so they should be used to the fullest. Putin knows full well neither the U.S. nor Eu-rope will go to war to save Ukraine.The West must use the full extent of its economic power and be willing to accept some short-term blowback, if Russian ex-pansionism is to be halted.
The Russians are coming! No, seriously
Montana Supreme Court takes America in the right direction
The Montana Supreme Court overturned a one-month sentence Wednesday for a former high school teacher convicted of raping a 14-year-old student. The court ordered a new judge to re-sen-tence the defendant, Stacey Dean Rambold, who has been free since completing the previous term last fall, according to an ar-ticle by the Associated Press.The court said District Court Judge G. Todd Baugh erred when he sentenced Rambold to one month in prison, a sen-tence that has been widely condemned as too lenient.You think?Baugh suggested the victim, Cherice Mo-ralez, shared responsibility for her rape because she had some control over the 
situation and was “older than her chrono-logical age.”Moralez committed suicide in 2010 be-fore Rambold went to trial. Sure sounds like a girl who was in control of the situation.Rambold went before Baugh in August after he violated a deferred-prosecution agreement after getting kicked out of a sex-offender treatment program. Baugh appeared to have sympathy for Rambold and sentenced him to a 15-year sentence with all but one month suspended.Montana prosecutors said Rambold should serve a minimum of two years un-der state law.While nothing can bring back Moralez and change the heinous acts committed against her, the Montana Supreme Court 
should be applauded for adding to Ram-bold’s sentence and trying to put an end to victim shaming. The next step is disciplinary actions against Baugh by removing him from the bench for alleged bias. The complaint from the Judicial Standards Commission is pending with the state Supreme Court.As women across the country take to the nation’s capitol to promote legislation to help end sexual assault on college cam-puses, America seems to be heading in the right direction in its attitude toward vic-tims of sexual assault. The attitude that a 14-year-old can be responsible for her teacher raping her is ludicrous and victim shaming needs to be-come a thing of the past.
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By MEGAN OSBORNE
THE PARTHENONFaith Borden, warning coor-dination meteorologist for the Charleston branch of the Na-tional Weather Service, came to Marshall University Wednesday to train members of the com-munity to be Skywarn weather spotters. The Skywarn class was hosted in Harris Hall by the ge-ography department. Spotters are individuals who volunteer to be contacted by the weather 
service during weather events to report real-time information. “It’s a way to allow volunteers to look at the clouds and so forth and give the weather service a fair warning,” Kevin Law, ge-ography professor, said. “We’re actually training people to ob-serve and identify certain types of severe weather, clouds and other severe weather features, so they can report it back to the weather service. That way they can verify whether it’s a tornado or other type of severe weather.”
Borden graduated from Florida State University with a master’s degree in science edu-cation. During her time at FSU, she travelled to Anchorage, Alaska to study meteorology. She has worked with the NWS in Birmingham, Alabama., Las Vegas and Albuquerque, New Mexico.Part of the class emphasized why spotters are important to the community. Real-time in-formation from spotters is used when NWS meteorologists 
are deciding whether or not to issue, continue, change or discontinue a severe weather warning or watch in times of thunderstorms, tornadoes, 
tsunamis, hurricanes and flash 
flooding.The audience included Mar-shall students, faculty and staff, along with members of the sur-rounding community.Of those in attendance was 
Donna Buckley, a first grade teacher at South Point Elemen-tary School. Buckley said her 
daughter signed her up for the class as an early mother’s day surprise.“I love anything having to do with the weather,” Buckley said. “I would have loved to have been a meteorologist.”Morgan Bandy, sophomore his-tory student, said she attended the class to learn more about the weather as well as get extra credit in her meteorology class.Margie Phillips, sustainability manager at the sustainability de-partment, said she was attending 
the class for environmental safety management.Skywarn classes are offered every spring in various locations to gain as many spotters as possi-ble. The class offered at Marshall was established because there was not yet a class offered for Cabell County. Law said the class also worked as a way to build up the meteorology program at Marshall.
Megan Osborne can be 
contacted at osborne115@
marshall.edu.
Skywarn class certifies storm spotters
“It’s not like we are going to have a huge quantity of these clothes and everyone is going to look the same,” Epling said. “Everyone is going to look different when they come here."Epling said prior to mov-ing to Heritage Station, sales were still depen-dent on Instagram and Facebook.“We get a lot of people in the shop from Instagram and Facebook,” Epling said. “If I had to pick one social media venue that helped us the most, I would have to say Instragram.” If a customer like an item posted on Instagram of Facebook, they can 
purchase it online and have the item shipped to them or they can reserve the item until the weekend’s end.Godbey said she has vis-ited the store and used the boutique’s Instagram ac-count to shop. The sisters opened the shop in Heritage Station September 20, 2013. “Heritage Station is just up-and-coming, there is foot traffic everywhere,” Epling said. “Our old loca-tion, we didn’t really have any foot traffic, so it gives us more exposure.”The boutique is not open every day, but there are set hours. It is open on 5-9 p.m. Thursday and Friday, and 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. Saturday.
Frances Lazell can be 
contacted at lazell2@mar-
shall.edu.
JEWELRY
Continued from Page 1
Its first customer, UF, has given TapShield a showcase that has caught the eye of other universities and potential cor-porate clients. About 10,000 UF students have downloaded the Android or iPhone app since its launch in February, according to the company.TapShield’s app also has captured the attention of in-vestors, who have put about $800,000 into the company so far.
“TapShield is definitely a state-of-the-art way to deal with all the security issues we see on college campuses these days,” said Orlando law-yer Fred Leonhardt, an early investor who is chairman of TapShield’s board. “I did some checking around, and there’s nothing out there as impres-sive as this app.”Leonhardt said he also was drawn to it because he has known TapShield’s founder, Jordan Johnson, basi-cally “from the time he was born.” Johnson is the son of 
Leonhardt’s longtime friend Randy Johnson, a former GOP state legislator and di-rector of the Florida Citrus Commission.Jordan Johnson said he got the idea for TapShield while he was president of the UF student body in 2009, when the school had a rash of attacks and robberies by suspected gang members. He focused on mobile communi-cations as a potential solution that would go beyond the blue-light emergency phones on campus that are linked di-rectly to campus police.Nobody was too impressed with his idea then, he said. Johnson recalled a meeting he attended with police and 
other campus-safety officials.“At that time, I showed them a BlackBerry and told them that one day, everybody would have these. It would be like a mobile blue-light phone peo-ple could use to alert security wherever they were,” he said. “Everybody kind of laughed. They thought I was crazy.”Four years later, UF police have embraced TapShield. After a competitive bid, the 
school awarded the company a $70,000 contract to install the software as part of its dis-patch system.Based on UF’s experience, Valencia College in Orlando is considering TapShield, said Paul Rooney, assistant vice president for security and a former Orlando police chief.
“We’re definitely interested, and it is something I’m re-viewing even as we speak,” he said. “Like any technology, of 
course, we want to find out as much as we can and weigh all our options.”The University of Cen-tral Florida, however, was more reserved about using a mobile-app system like TapShield. Traditional 911 systems are “the most reli-able” emergency system for a college campus, the college said.“We are interested in how systems have been working at other universities,” spokes-man Chad Binette said in an email. “We also want to be certain that any new tech-nology we adopt would be reliable and effective across our many campuses located 
throughout Central Florida.”Johnson moved TapShield from Gainesville, Fla., to Or-lando last year to be near his accountants, investors and 
legal team. Leonhardt’s firm, GrayRobinson, is TapShield’s patent and intellectual-prop-erty counsel.A relative newcomer, Tap-Shield is taking on more than a dozen larger, established players such as Massachu-setts-based Rave Mobile Safety, as well as many other startups in the campus-secu-rity-technology sector.It will take time for Tap-Shield to gain traction, said David L. Perry, president-elect of the International Association of Campus Law Enforcement Administrators and Florida State University’s police chief.“There are so many of these companies out there now, it can be overwhelming,” said Perry, who is evaluating Tap-Shield for FSU. “You really have to do your homework and research to make sure any of these products are a good 
fit and really meet the need on campus.”
heartbreaking. In the pro-
cess, his mini-profiles offer followers a richly textured portrait of Manhattan and 
the human spirit that fills it 
to overflowing.It is the way this arsenal of new digital tools magi-cally connects us through the word descriptions and im-ages of a shared place that Findery’s content manager, 
Amanda Law, finds so power-fully beguiling.
“Being able to share these stories online really humanizes technology for me,” she said, adding that narrative tools can make a place come alive online, and in the process kindle an instant connection between storyteller and reader. On her site, said Law, “you have all these people leaving notes about places they’ve been, and because we’ve been sharing these little stories, when I meet some of them in person I feel like I’m meeting a long-lost friend.”
INTERNET
Continued from Page 2
MAKER
Continued from Page 3horses,” Maker said.Hall of Fame jockey Ron Turcotte punctured the festive tone at Churchill Downs Wednesday with a written statement criticiz-ing track officials for their failure to accommodate him in recent years.Turcotte, best known for riding Secretariat to the Triple Crown in 1973, has been in a wheelchair since a career-ending accident in 1978.“My most recent expe-riences at the track have tarnished my fond memo-ries of Churchill Downs through the actions, or should I say inaction, of track management who has not provided me with either accommodation or parking access during Oaks and Derby days,” Turcotte wrote. “Being confined to a wheelchair since my rac-ing accident in 1978, it is no easy feat to maneuver 
through the crowds that attend the Derby festivi-ties. It becomes a nearly impossible task when there is virtually no assistance from the track.”Turcotte said he has en-joyed interacting with fans during Derby week but said track officials denied him onsite parking and access to the race in 2013.His criticisms quickly drew support from others in the racing world.“I have held my tongue about the way CDowns treats horsemen in lead up to Ky Derby but letter from Ron Turcotte is be-lievable and deplorable,” Maryland trainer Graham Motion wrote on Twitter. Motion won the 2011 Ken-tucky Derby with Animal Kingdom.Track spokesman John Asher apologized Wednes-day, saying, “We’ve obviously fallen short.”Asher said he hadn’t reached Turcotte and didn’t know specifically where communications broke 
down. But he called the for-mer jockey a “very special person here.”“There will never be an issue again,” Asher said. “We regret incredibly that he’s unhappy with the situation.”Turcotte’s complaints came two days after Rick Porter, owner of Kentucky’s Fox Hill Farm, bashed Churchill Downs for making no special ticket accommo-dations for horsemen.Asher said horsemen running entries on either Kentucky Oaks Friday or Kentucky Derby Satur-day do receive free all-day passes. He said he was working to understand and address Porter’s concerns.Trainer Art Sherman brought his pre-sumptive Derby favorite to the track before 7 a.m. for the second straight morn-ing Wednesday.California Chrome schooled in the paddock for 15 minutes, getting used to the routine he’ll follow on race day. Then he jogged a 
relaxed two miles under ex-ercise rider Willy Delgado.The 77-year-old Sherman watched from a two-story tower on the track’s back-side, casually mumbling affirmation regarding his star colt.“We had a good morning,” Sherman said later. “He seemed to be really going good.”He plans to gallop Cali-fornia Chrome today and Friday, then give him a short jog on race morning .Onlookers were taken with the chestnut colt’s serenity. Several times, he stood still and gazed at the scene around him, even as dozens of cameras clicked away. He appeared unfazed as a thick ring of people surrounded him during his post-exercise bath.“He seemed to be look-ing around a lot,” Sherman said. “There was a lot of new action out there. He was pretty relaxed. He’s a very inquisitive horse any-way, so he kind of took it easy on himself.”
FRANKLIN
Continued from Page 3
Erickson and Director of Ath-letics Dave Joyner said Penn State performed a deep back-ground search on Franklin and asked intense interview questions of "multiple, inde-pendent, third-party sources." What they found satisfied them and the other members of Penn State's search com-mittee tasked with finding a new coach.Meanwhile, Penn State 
athletics integrity officer Julie Del Giorno, Vice President and General Counsel Steve Dun-ham, and Frank Guadagnino, a partner with the Pittsburgh firm of Reed Smith and coun-sel to the university, were part of the vetting process. Er-ickson said NCAA-appointed athletics integrity monitor George Mitchell's team was consulted."I've responded to some people who've said, 'I sure hope you've done your due diligence," Joyner said in early January. "And I've told them, 
'Trust me. We have done a very thorough vetting of this and we feel comfortable with the situation.' We're very, very careful and very methodical about doing that."Still, Penn State officials and Franklin himself acknowl-edged the coach still could be called to testify when the trial begins.Prosecutors in Nashville have said they found no evi-dence that Franklin had any involvement in the case, in-cluding any alleged cover-up.The new accusations came 
Tuesday in a court filing ask-ing a judge to dismiss the case against Brandon Vandenburg, one of four former players charged in the rape. Police said the assault happened in a dorm room on June 23.The defense team argued material they were seeking in the discovery phase of the case was either destroyed or not preserved.Among the evidence that defense attorneys said is missing are text messages and phone records from Franklin and Galt.
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Life!
'MALEFICENT'
'EDGE OF 
TOMORROW'
'X-MEN: DAYS 
OF FUTURE PAST'
Angelina Jolie stars as 
the horned villainess of 
“Sleeping Beauty” fame 
in this dark and intense 
Disney tale of the witch’s 
backstory. The film, 
directed by Robert Strom-
berg, also stars Elle Fanning 
as Princess Aurora and 
Rising temperatures means it’s time for summer movie 
season. With an abundance of superheroes, musicals 
and sequels opening in the coming months, the box 
office prepares itself for some of the year’s biggest 
nationwide releases.
SUMMER 
MOVIE 
PREVIEW
Mark 
Whalberg joins Michael 
Bay’s alien Autobots and De-
cepticons as the evil robots 
rampage the city, opening 
June 27. In this sci-fi war movie, 
Lt. Col. Bill Cage (Tom 
Cruise) continuously re-
lives his dying day fighting 
aliens. Lucky for Cage, Rita 
Vrataski (Emily Blunt), a battle-
hardened warrior teaches him 
new skills. “Edge of Tomorrow” 
opens June 6. 
Wolverine (Hugh Jackman) is sent 
to the past by Professor X (Patrick 
Stewart) and Magneto (Ian McKel-
len) to change the fate of both 
humans and his fellow mutants.
 Jennifer Lawrence (Raven/Mystique) 
and Michael Fassbender (Young Mag-
neto) return with other members from 2011’s 
hit “X-Men: First Class,” opening May 23. 
'22 JUMP STREET'
Undercover cops Jenko 
(Channing Tatum) 
and Schmidt 
(Jonah Hill) 
take on 
a local 
college 
in this 
sequel to 
“21 Jump 
Street” 
opening 
June 13.
'TAMMY' After losing her job and learning her 
husband is 
cheating, 
Tammy 
(Melissa 
McCar-
thy) goes 
on the 
road with 
her profane, 
hard-drinking 
mother (Su-
san Sarandon). 
“Tammy” opens July 2.
'GUARDIANS 
OF THE 
GALAXY'
Peter Quill (Chris Pratt), an Ameri-
can pilot, becomes the object 
of a manhunt after he steals 
a coveted orb from the 
villainous Ronan the Ac-
cuser (Lee Pace).  He is 
joined by the green-skinned 
Gamora (Zoe Saldana), 
anthromorphic alien tree Groot 
(voiced by Vin Diesel) and Rocket 
Raccoon (voiced by Bradley Coo-
per), opening August 1.  
“NEIGHBORS”
“GODZILLA”
“THE FAULT IN OUR STARS”
“JERSEY BOYS”
“BEGIN AGAIN”
“JUPITER ASCENDING”
“TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA 
TURTLES”
"WALK OF SHAME"
"CHEF"
OTHER 
RELEASES
'TRANSFORMERS: 
AGE OF 
EXTINCTION'
COURTESY DAVID JAMES | MCT
DISNEY ENTERPRISES, INC. | MCT
COURTESY ALAN MARKFIELD | MCT
COURTESY GLEN WILSON | MCT
COURTESY ANDREW COOPER | MCT
COURTESY MICHAEL TACKETT | MCT
COURTESY MARVEL STUDIOS | MCT
